
Please put up your phones and take your seats. 

If you have not given me your pre-assessment, 
please do so ASAP.



What is a function?

● Write your thoughts on a scratch piece of paper.
● Create a group definition. Be prepared to share.



Function Vocab

● Function--A relation in which each element of the domain is paired with 
exactly one element in the range

● Domain--input, x values, independent variable
● Range--output, y values, dependent variable
● In a function, an element of the domain may not be paired with 2 different 

elements of the range (x cannot repeat)



Vertical Line Test



Discrete vs Continuous



Function or not?

1. {(-6, -1), (-5, -9), (-3, -7), (-1, 7), (6, -9)}
2.

3.                               4. 

x 2 -1 -2 -1 -2

y -2 -1 0 1 2



Function Notation

What is y when x = -6?

What is f(-6)?



Function Notation?

1.

2.

a. g(2.8) b. g(4a) 



Functioning Well
Complete sheet with a partner





Painting the Bridge

● What does point P tell you?
● What about point Q?
● What about points R and S, where the line crosses 

the graph?
● How can we change this graph so that it is a better 

model of the situation?



Painting the Bridge, Revised

● Suppose we know the time it takes for a specific number of workers to paint 
the bridge.

● What would happen if we doubled the number of workers that paint the 
bridge?

● What would this look like on the graph?
● If we halved the number of workers, what would this look like?
● Will these points be a straight line?
● What shape will these points make?



Painting the Bridge, Revised



1. Names
2. Create table with 

Situation, Graph, Equation



Revisit Pre-Assessment

Re-do your pre-assessment based on your new knowledge


